
 

 

 

Release Notes                 October 28, 2020 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration 
related issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 10.28.20.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Update the layout of the Product show page 

 

 

[Business Enhancement] On the Missing ICD-10 tab add Product Name, SKU and Body Side details 

 

[Business Enhancement] On the Patient Agreement, Billing Submission and Missing ICD-10 tab, add 

pagination to the top of the page to decrease scrolling 

 

[Business Enhancement] Add a confirmation modal prior to submitting a PA for patient signature via DS so 

the email isn’t triggered accidentally 

[Business Enhancement] Disable the patient signature selection on the PA if the DS email has been 

triggered 

 



 

 
 

Release Notes Continued               October 28, 2020 

 

[Business Enhancement] Add an Extended Price column on the Restock screen so users can easily see the 

amounts making up the Shipping Threshold total 

[Business Enhancement] Update the Category filter on the Products page to default to ‘All Categories’ 

[Reporting] Improve the Provider Usage report data so it’s more clear and correctly calculating 

[Operational Enhancement] Allow the Global product Edit button to link to SM for Super Admin users 

[Operational Enhancement] Update the Protocol Script pad with current DJO branding 

[Operational Enhancement] Hide the ICD-9 table on the Diagnosis page so it only shows ICD-10s 

[Operational Enhancement] Add fields to the nightly export for exporting process 

[Future Functionality] As HiP, allow for the update of patients based on external ID 

[Future Functionality] Allow for the capture of Primary Use zip code for Medicare patients for CB 

[Future Functionality] Update the UI on CF new/edit page so it’s easier to manage the setup 

[Bug Fix] Accounts without a Master Account assigned should not be able to see Account Group products on 

the Product page dropdown 

[Bug Fix] Pagination disappears on the Clinics page if users change filters in the dropdown 

[Bug Fix] Both Patient and Provider Signature dropdowns are floating above the buttons if the user hasn’t 

scrolled far enough down the page 

[Bug Fix] Fix failing flaky test: billing_channel_summary_spec 

[Bug Fix] Adding Drop Ship Address is removing the second product added to the PA before it’s saved 

[Bug Fix] Previous On-hand Counts are not importing onto the Inventory Shrink report 

[Bug Fix] Sorting Oldest/Newest and Newest/Oldest after setting Has VeriPro filter is broken 

[Chore] Upgrade wkhtmlopdf so we are using the latest version 

[Chore] Resolve represent_boolean_as_integer deprecation warnings 

[Chore] Upgrade to Rails 5.2.4.4 


